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By Nancy Maria Grande Tabor

Charlesbridge Publishing, United Kingdom, 1994. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. Nancy Maria Grande Tabor (illustrator).
253 x 203 mm. Language: English,Spanish . Brand New Book. Are
you ready to embark on a wild counting caper? Imagine. eleven
oysters at the opera, eighteen dalmatians dressed in diamonds,
and twelve ladybugs shopping in the market! Meet an
unforgettable host of zany creatures in this delightful bilingual
counting book. Readers will encounter concepts such as color,
time, size, shapes, and more as they answer questions relating to
colorful cut-paper illustrations. Nancy Maria Grande Tabor s
concise and direct questions encourage thinking while her
charming characters entertain. In both Spanish and English, this
unique counting book challenges children to learn new
vocabulary while reviewing counting and fundamental
concepts.
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Very useful for all group of people. It is amongst the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been written
in an extremely straightforward way and it is just right a er i finished reading through this pdf by which basically
modified me, change the way i think.
-- Felicia  Nikola us-- Felicia  Nikola us

These sorts of ebook is the ideal book o ered. It can be writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i advised this publication to understand.
-- Mr . Aleja ndr in Mur phy PhD-- Mr . Aleja ndr in Mur phy PhD
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